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Mac OS X Developer Intern 

Dashlane is a Paris and New York based consumer Internet startup. We have built the first Internet 

Assistant that allows everyone to sign-in and checkout in seconds on any website. To achieve great 

things, we are gathering the best team ever, full of brilliant multi-cultural individuals. So if you like 

challenges and want to contribute to what is already an amazing adventure, be sure to send us your 

application. 

 

Position Mac OS X Developer Intern 

Description Grow your cocoa development skills while building the application that is transforming 
the user experience on the web around the world. If you want to work extremely hard, 
make the best user interface and are ready to have your best work experience, we 
found you. 
 
Dashlane is looking for a highly motivated software engineer intern in the OS X 
development team. You will be involved in the development of a variety of aspects of 
the Dashlane Mac application. You would be working in a small team on crucial parts of 
our Mac application user interface while learning much about cocoa development and 
the life of a startup. 
 

Responsibilities - You will work on creating amazing experience for Dashlane users on OS X. 
- You will implement new features, fix bugs and improve performance of our 

application. 
- You will handle deployment and retro-compatibility aspects. 
- You will invent novel solutions to challenging problems. 
- You will drive innovation and new ideas that help us improve our user 

experience and usability. 
- You will collaborate with product team and Q&A to deliver high quality 

software. 
 

Profile - Fast and motivated learner with strong analytical skills for problem solving. 
- A strong sense of ownership and responsibility for code quality that follows 

best practices. 
- A solid foundation in computer science, with strong competencies in data 

structures, algorithms and software design. 
- Good knowledge of C, C++ and Objective-C. 
- Development experience on Mac and/or iOS (including coursework). 
- Knowledge Core Animation and Core Graphics framework is a plus. 
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- Knowledge of GCD and multi-threaded development is a plus 
- Familiarity with Apple User Interface guidelines is a plus.  
- Good English Level. 

 

Compensation • Cash Salary 

 

Full Time, Internship, Paris, France 


